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Definitions
• D8.1: Double bubble concept with 2010 technology assumptions
• D8.2: D8.1 concept with only two engines
• D8.2b: Span constrained version of D8.2 (similar to 737-800 span)
• D8.5: Advanced N+3 technology double bubble concept
• D8.6: D8.5 concept with only two engines
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Independent Assessments of D8 (Phase I)
• Several independent assessments have been conducted on the D8 
configurations
– NASA initial Phase I quick look assessment – Andy Hahn
– Georgia Tech D8 quick look assessment
– NASA Phase I D8 detailed independent assessment – Andy Turnbull
– NASA D8.2 follow-on morphing sequence assessment – Jason Welstead
• Each assessment identified a common set of risk areas
– Airframe weight, specifically the fuselage and empennage
– Lack of adequate reserve mission, produces measurable system penalty
– Wing aeroelastics, including transonic dip
– Safety due to turbine blade burst
• Detailed assessment identified additional areas of risk
– Terminal area operations, specifically takeoff performance
– Low-speed, high alpha pitch recovery with power effects
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ASAB Detailed Analysis of D8  (Phase I NRA)
• Performed an independent assessment of the current technology (D8.1) 
and the advanced technology (D8.5) concepts
• Process for D8 concept evaluation
– Geometry definition and modeling (compiled from multiple resources)
– Develop a model including all relevant technology assumptions
– Obtain an understanding of BLI and the modelling approach (challenging)
– Use in-house, mission analysis software (FLOPS) to independently verify 
performance estimates of the D8 concepts 
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ASAB Detailed Analysis of D8.2
• Using lessons learned from previous D8 analysis, D8.2 morphing 
sequence recreated
– Followed step changes from AIAA-2014-0906, skipped steps 3-5
– Fixed AR to match stated value in conference paper
– Used D8.2 surrogate engine model generated from TASOpt data
– Configuration credits given: reduced gear height, nacelle weight and wetted 
area, constant engine T/W for surrogate engine, adjusted VT and fuselage 
weight factors
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D8.2 Surrogate Engine Model
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Normalized Fuel Burn
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Max Takeoff Gross Weight
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Conceptual Design Areas of Risk/Uncertainty
• Structural design and weight estimates (high)
– Fuselage, horizontal and vertical stabilizers, high AR wing
– Aggressive advanced material properties
– Health monitoring systems that remove flight loads factor of safety
• Non-representative reserve mission (medium)
– Current D8 analysis uses simple 5% reserve fuel
– Including an appropriate reserve is a non-trivial performance penalty
• Terminal Area Operations
– Takeoff and landing analysis with hot day (high)
– Descent flight path angle (medium)
• Low-speed, high angle of attack analysis (high)
– Geometrically, potentially high percentage of horizontal blocked at high AoA
– Unknown how rear BLI will modify horizontal blanketing and pitch recovery
• Propulsion 1 in 20 certification rule (high)
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• P&W has designed a new engine architecture to deal with this 
problem (presented at Aviation 2015)
• No current engine manufacturer customizes an architecture for a 
single aircraft design
• However, highly integrated PAI could be an enabling technology of 
future commercial transports
Unconventional Propulsion Architecture
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ASAB Analysis of D8 (Current)
• Analysis Capabilities
– High fidelity takeoff and landing analysis including all relevant regulations
– High fidelity mission analysis capable of capturing system level benefits of 
the D8 advanced concept
– System sensitivities to help bound uncertainty and identify enabling 
technologies
– Powered, viscous, BLI analysis (Coming soon)
• Analysis Challenges
– High aspect ratio wing weight estimation, including flutter constraints
– Conceptual level D8 fuselage weight estimation
– BLI propulsion system analysis (due to personnel loss)
– Propulsion-airframe integration (PAI)
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Areas of Potential Collaboration
• Detailed mission analysis and performance estimates
• System analysis of relevant technologies
• Low-speed, high angle of attack, powered CFD
• Static and dynamic stability and control analysis
• Detailed noise analysis
• Emissions (specifically NOx) analysis (through support at GRC)
• Transonic aerodynamic design and analysis
• Composite structure design support
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BACKUP
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AIAA-2014-0906
Block Fuel
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Sweep
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Wing Loading
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Wing Area
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Wing Span
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Airframe Weight (A. Hahn)
• Evaluation Basis: MIT weight breakdowns; FLOPS analysis of D8.5 
geometry/design conditions; Comparison metrics with similar sized 
aircraft
• Basic Characteristics:
– Operating Empty Weight = 51,400 lb (0.51 GW)
– Payload Weight = 38,700 lb (0.38 GW)
– Fuel Weight = 11,486lb (0.11 GW)
– Maximum Gross Weight = 101,586 lb (1.00 GW)
• Overall Rating of RED
– FLOPS analysis conducted assuming conventional materials and 
construction
– Unusual weight bookkeeping makes direct comparison difficult, tried to 
apportion weights as best I could
– Airframe structural weight indicates very large reductions relative to 
conventional construction –much more than typically realized
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Weight Comparison to FLOPS, ERJ (Hahn)
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Weight Comparison to FLOPS, ERJ (Hahn)
• Wing
– Tech: composites, gust load alleviation, simple High lift
– 38% lighter than aluminum
• SLD accounted: triangular => 21525 lb, elliptical => 29139 lb
• Gust load alleviation AND triangular SLD?
– Exposed Wing Weight per Area / Span
• MIT = 11.6 / 79.1, FLOPS = 17.6 / 126.7, ERJ = 10.0 / 110.6
• Horizontal & Vertical Tails
– Tech: composites, PI tail
– 74% lighter than aluminum cantilever
• Htail = 1.3 lb/ft^2, FLOPS => 5.2, ERJ => 4.9
• Vtail = 0.9 lb/ft^2, FLOPS => 3.3, ERJ => 3.8
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Weight Comparison to FLOPS, ERJ
• Fuselage
– Tech: composites, double bubble (lift, fewer windows, center floor support)
– 80% lighter than aluminum
• MIT = 0.8 lb/ft^2, FLOPS => 4.1, ERJ => 3.8
• Landing Gear
– Tech: short
– 26% heavier than FLOPS estimate
• MIT = 28.4 lb/in, FLOPS => 22.5, ERJ => 20.9
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D8 Fuselage Weight: GT Use of MIT Fuse. Algorithm
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D8 Fuselage Weight: Weights Reproduction
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MIT Approach Applied to 737-8 and DC-9
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MIT Approach Applied to 737-8 and DC-9
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Fuselage Weight Comparisons
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Fuselage Weight Comparisons
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Reserve Mission Performance (Hahn)
• Evaluation Basis: MIT Mission Performance Table
• Basic Characteristics:
– Reserve Fuel = 546.9 lb
• Overall Rating of RED
– No reserve mission cited, must have one
– Reserve fuel is simply 5% of total fuel, inclusion of reserve mission typically 
yields four times greater reserve fuel
– Easily fixed, should not be a discriminator
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Conclusions
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• MIT Phase I NRA showed a D8 concept that performed well against N+3 
fuel burn, noise, and emission metrics
• MIT Phase II NRA and ASAB independent analysis showed 
that D8 BLI benefits are real
• Concept lacks maturity of other N+3 advanced concepts
• Double bubble configuration benefits have yet to be definitively identified
• Areas of high risk could eliminate the predicted benefits
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Conclusions
• If areas of high risk are successfully address/resolved and the benefits 
remain, this concept can make great progress towards NASA’s fuel 
burn, emissions, and noise goals, even with current technology
• Not all areas of risk require high-fidelity (high $$$) analysis, but some 
N+3 assumptions need to be critically reviewed further
– Health monitoring system removing loads factor of safety
– Material properties
• Many technology features of this concept require flight testing for 
analysis validation
– PAI
– Natural Laminar Flow (NLF)
– BLI system robustness and performance
• Scaling effects prediction validation
• Off-nominal flight conditions
• Atmospheric disturbances
– Low-speed controllability with power influences
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